IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENTRY TEST BASED BACHELORS AND MASTERS PROGRAMS CANDIDATES

A candidate can apply for admission maximum in FIVE DEPARTMENTS of his / her choice in this form.

(Select department/s from Admission Prospectus-2015, Appendix “B” (for Bachelor program) and Appendix “F” (for Masters program).

Note: In this form, the candidates are not allowed to mention Pharm-D and Visual Studies.

The name of department should be mentioned very carefully since it is not possible to make any changes in the form once it is submitted.

The candidate is advised to write the departments in order of preference in the space given in the Admission Form.

The candidates who opt “BS Computer Science”, are required to mention “BSCS” or “BSSE” whichever they want.

In case of selecting both the programs, each of them should be written as a separate choice as per the preference of the candidate.

Powder photocopies of the following documents must be attached with this admission form at the time of submission:

1) Original along with one copy of filled-in Form.
2) Two copies of Marks Sheets of 1st & 2nd year of pre-requisite examination
3) One copy of the Admit Card of 1st and 2nd year of pre-requisite examination
4) One copy of Matric Mark Sheet or Matric Certificate.
5) One copy of Intermediate Marks Sheet (in case applying for Masters Program)
6) One copy of Hifz-e-Qur'an Certificate (only for Bachelor program)
7) One copy of CNIC or (one copy of Parent's CNIC in case applicant's age is less than 18 years)
8) Equivalent Certificate (if applicable)
9) Others (specify)

Note: It is the responsibility of the candidate to submit the form with complete required documents. Incomplete forms will not be processed and, after the announcement of admission list, a valid claim will be considered only if seats are vacant. In such cases, candidate cannot claim on the basis of closing percentage.

(No attested documents are required at the time of submission of Form)

Guideline:

1) Candidates are required to submit their original attested copy of marks sheets along with one copy in the admission form.

2) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

3) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

4) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

5) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

6) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

7) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

8) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

9) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.

10) Original attested copy of HS and Matric mark sheets should be submitted in the form.